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Seattle. Marie loved it already.
Would Seattle love her back? That was the question. All she had
to do was kill someone—well, kill someone and not get caught—and
it would be a very good stay indeed.
She didn’t mind that it aspired to be the Emerald City. She
was in a good section of town in the midst of the lunchtime bustle.
Almost everyone else was more intent than she on a destination.
She was taking in the sights. Or so it should seem. The crush of
people swirling around her were mostly human, but now and then,
she detected an elf. And she did see one troll who stood out like a
beacon—or a blight, depending on whom one asked.
Marie loved the December gloom and rain. The more blustery
the weather, the higher her spirits rose. Cold rain, thick gray-black
clouds, a stiff wind coming in off the water. It surprised her that she
liked it that much. She was in her glory.
Until, just at the edge of her field of vision, she caught sight of
the cops. And even worse, they appeared to catch sight of her. They
were still about two blocks away, but uphill from her, so she could
see them plainly as their formerly-relaxed gait turned purposeful
and accelerated.
They shouldn’t have had any interest in her. Her last run hadn’t
been anywhere near Seattle. Knight Errant shouldn’t be paying any
attention to her at all. Why would they? She’d never been to Seattle
before. She wasn’t on any watchlists. Her sources would tell her if
that changed. The cops should have looked right past her.
Except they hadn’t.
Fuck.
Closer. The cops weren’t just getting closer, they were walking
directly toward her. Walking fast. Marie held her breath and counted
on her tech to do its job. Hands in her light jacket pockets, she automatically—but especially now—kept one hand on her credsticks
and the other on her temporary commlink as she pretended to be
fascinated by the latest styles in the store window before her. She
might look like a customer of NetMart, but nothing to stop her from
coveting Lordstrungs, right?
She forced herself to breathe. Her commlink should be broadcasting perfectly nondescript identification, nothing that would flag
the cops’ attention—borrowed, of course, from someone who looked
an awful lot like her: average. Average height, average build, average
appearance—easy on the eyes, but not eye-catching, with thick wavy
brown hair that just brushed her shoulders.
As long as the cops weren’t augmented enough to hear her
heart pounding in her chest, or smell her sweat, she should be good.
If she’d had any sense, she would have passed on this particular
run. She almost had. Until her partner Ralph convinced her that the
generous paycheck was worth the “minimal” risk. So far she was glad
he had. Or had been, until the KE zeroed in on her.

She chuckled and forced a smile, as if reacting to the AR of
some sale offer the clothing shop had beamed to her comm. Marie
made herself stay still, stay relaxed. She was good at bluffing—
really good. If they stopped her, her best bet was acting innocent
and talking.
After all, she hadn’t done anything illegal.
Yet.
Well, not in Seattle anyway.
She and Ralph the Elf were getting a decent reputation … other
places. That’s how he’d scooped the inside information on this particular run.
Shiawase was on the verge of a breakthrough—allegedly. They
had two separate R&D labs working on … something big. Marie didn’t
know what. According to rumor, whatever it was was major. But now
in order to complete the project they needed to share data between
the labs—between two hard-wired, off-the-grid labs, both totally
isolated from the Matrix.
Couldn’t afford to let any hacker discover the secret, after all.
No matter how good their encryption and other security measures
and countermeasures, Shiawase didn’t want the data transmitted.
It should have been a simple enough courier job, except that
the news leaked and Shiawase had found out about the leak. The
corporate honchos weren’t about to back down, not even if they
could afford to. So they were making a huge show of the transfer,
pulling out all the stops for protection, every contingency covered: magical, hardware, software, and plain old mundane street
muscle in the form of the best private security money could buy.
They’d hired an army to escort their “packages”—five of them—
across town.
Four were decoys. One was the real thing. No one, not even the
couriers, knew which was which.
It was a good plan.
Except for Ralph being astronomically lucky in ferreting out
information that no one else seemed to find—at least not in time
to do anything with it. See, Ralph had found out that all five were
decoys, not just four. Marie grinned at the memory of his glee when
the lanky, fair elf had told her. His delicately-pointed ears had practically twitched with excitement.
She and Ralph the Elf made a perfect team: she a hacker
extraordinaire and he a highly skilled mage as subtle as he was
strong. They’d teamed up several years ago and had yet to fail on a
run, partially because they were good but also because they knew
their limitations and didn’t accept jobs they knew they couldn’t
yet handle.
He’d had to persuade her about this one; it was on the cusp,
in her opinion. Marie had found it hard to believe that all five were
decoys. There was a sixth, one most spies didn’t know about.

The sixth courier, totally oblivious, would be transporting the
actual data.
Marie couldn’t imagine what excuse the person would have
been given. In this age of instant communication via the Matrix or
courtesy of VR workplaces, business meetings were virtual if they
happened at all. It wasn’t as if any employee needed to see another
worker face to face. Email, texting, videophone: all were much more
immediate and therefore more efficient.
The hacker shrugged, still pretending interest in the store even
as she watched the cops get closer.
She debated the merits of further perusing the colorful merchandise in the window or strolling into the store itself. She watched
the cops weave their way through the lunch crowd of wage slaves out
despite the wet weather. People sensed their intensity and got out of
their way, allowing them to move even more swiftly.
Then a movement in the periphery to her left was abrupt
enough to make Marie turn and look, along with everyone else.
A kid broke into a sprint, shoving people roughly out of the way
and leaving angry screams and annoyed shouts in his wake as he
vanished around the next corner. The KE dashed past, quickly making
up the distance. They were augmented, judging by how swiftly they
disappeared around the same corner.
Marie wondered what the kid had done. He’d been tall and
lanky, dressed all in black and scruffy-looking—but expensive
scruffy—so as not to stand out much. Rebel chic. She felt like rolling
her eyes in disdain at the pretender but stopped herself just in time.
Whatever it was he’d done she wished him luck. It was the least
she could do, she thought, as she thanked him for drawing the cops
away. She loved false alarms and distractions.
A false alarm was better than being the real target.
Yes, Marie loved Seattle.
For how long? Well, she’d have to see.
She had her own target to find.
Their client didn’t care about intercepting the information. That
would have been a tall order indeed. All she and Ralph had contracted to do was to stop the transfer. It would only delay Shiawase
for a short time, but that time was all the client—one of Shiawase’s
rivals, no doubt—wanted. Whatever delay, whatever chaos, was
good enough.
There.
She’d spotted her target, an older man who somehow managed
to look both weary and distinguished. Tall and broad, thick white
hair. There was no urgency to his step as he emerged from the restaurant and turned to go up the hill, moving against traffic.
Marie believed he had no clue he was being watched. Why
should he, when he had no idea what he was carrying? She almost
felt bad for him. Almost.

But it wasn’t her fault any more than it was his that Shiawase
had planted the microchip on him. His blood was on corporate
hands, not hers.
Marie and Ralph had considered various options but had rejected all of them as too uncertain of success. The datachip needed
to be destroyed. That’s what they were being paid for: a guarantee.
They hadn’t been able to think of a fail-safe way to do that without
also taking out the man.
Mindful of traffic, she crossed to the other side of the road so
she was moving with the flow of people. Just because she didn’t
think he was aware of her didn’t mean she’d get careless. Plus, it
allowed her to move faster and catch him that much more easily.
She fingered the credsticks again, easily finding the notched
one that she needed to slip into his pocket.
To any sensor or scanner, as well as to the naked, magical, or
augmented eye, it would appear perfectly normal. Ralph the Elf had
confirmed it for her. Aside from the initial contact being his—major
aside—that was the one thing he’d done on this very unmagical run.
Marie would slip it into the mark’s pocket. Once she had, her commlink would text some innocuous message over the Matrix to some
random restaurant or store. It would be spam—background noise.
The credstick would pick it up. And once it got the signal the
device would detonate. Oh, there would be an EMP. Just in case.
Marie believed in covering all bases—overkill, Ralph always said. So
the heatflash would burn up the unwitting courier, the chip, and the
incriminating credstick. Kaboom.
Marie just needed to catch him.
So intent was she that she almost didn’t see his escort.
They were good. She counted seven, two flanking him close
and the other five forming a discreet perimeter. They looked human,
without visible implants, but there was a hardness about them, an
edge that aroused Marie’s instinctive self-preservation. She didn’t
doubt surveillance cams were keyed in as well. The cams didn’t
matter, she matched her fake ID.
But the seven …
Fuck.
Now what?
They weren’t keeping a buffer zone around him empty, but they
studied anyone who got that close. Any approach wouldn’t get past
them. They certainly wouldn’t miss a bump, even though she wasn’t
picking his pocket, but slipping something into it.
She stayed the course as she tried to think of something. She
got in front of him and stopped in front of a high-end electronics
store—everything anyone could possibly need for her PAN or LAN
and then some—made as if to go in, then stopped, then started
again, then stopped, turned abruptly, and careened right into the
hapless carrier.

She sensed the tension from his companions skyrocket, but
they held back as she burst into tears and apologized profusely.
“I’m sorry. I’m so sorry. It’s my husband’s birthday in three
days,” she said as if that explained everything. “Can you help me,
please? Maybe? It would only take five minutes?”
Understandably, the man looked baffled but not alarmed.
“Pardon me?”
“It’s my husband’s birthday, and I want to surprise him with his
present. But he’s, well, he’s in private security so he is really, really
cautious. He doesn’t just track his electronic imprint, he tracks mine.
It doesn’t matter how anonymous I try to be. He’s that good. I can
never surprise him.” She made a show of bringing her sobs under
control and looking very sheepish. She withdrew a credstick from her
pocket. “Please? Here’s the money. It’s good. I can even wait while
you confirm it. I’m not trying to rush you or anything.”
Marie looked even more sheepish. “I know how strange this
must seem. But if you’d take this, it’s more than enough to cover
that,” she pointed at random to one of the best new router/interfaces with a state-of-the-art firewall to protect privacy. Thank heavens her cover ID was really married. No doubt the escort was busy
checking. Just so they didn’t look too closely at where the real person
was at the moment. The hack Marie had set up wouldn’t stand up

to really close scrutiny. In fact, in two hours time, it would suddenly
appear as if the borrowed persona were in ten places at once.
The man relaxed and she could see the tension leave his shoulders, and the worry lines in his face transform into a deep smile. “All
right, I’ll help. That’s really sweet of you. I can see my wife trying
something like this.”
Marie privately doubted it even as she beamed at him and offered effusive thanks.
And that was that. He paid with the credstick, not even noticing
as she slipped the special one into his pocket.
It seemed to take forever for the instantaneous transaction to
go through. And then just to vex her, the clerk took forever to retrieve
the item. Then the faux goth punk didn’t like the packaging, noticing
damage and thinking something was wrong with the product, and
checked no fewer than ten of them with painstaking slowness.
Three of the seven shadows had drifted into the store. Marie
saw two more through the window. She didn’t know where the last
two had gone, perhaps to cover the back or something just in case.
Inwardly pleading for the clerk to hurry, Marie kept a grateful smile plastered to her face. She’d stopped showering him with
thanks, so as not to overdo it, but she continued to glow with happiness and satisfaction. She hoped, anyway.

Of course the moment she got clear, she needed to change her
hair color and style, maybe even skin color and build. Changing her
flats for spiked heels would add five inches to her stature, and she’d
need a change of clothes. It was amazing the difference snug leather
made, instead of loose denim.
She should settle in for at least a week or two stay in Seattle.
Once this run was complete anyone leaving the city would be subjected to scrutiny.
As Marie accepted the package from him, she glowed with joy
and made as if to kiss him on the cheek in her gratitude, then acted
as if she’d thought better of it. He was a perfect stranger, after all.
The Shiawase employee graciously wished her a good day and
her husband a happy birthday, then ambled out of the store.
She loitered a few moments longer to peruse the sales, then
meandered out and set off in the opposite direction.
The brisk wind blew rain into her face, and she sent a general
IM, to no one in particular, about how she was sooooo very tired of
the rain already, and it was only December.
It took great awareness and restraint for Marie not to quicken
her pace, but to continue to browse.
A few friendly replies—none from Ralph, of course—heartily
agreed with her so she knew her message was out there.
Nothing happened.

Marie moved further away but not in haste. Either the incendiary device would detonate, or it wouldn’t. Her job was done. Ralph
was her backup. If the bomb didn’t work, it was up to him to finish
the job via a magical attack. They’d already laid contingency plans.
And still nothing happened.
She resisted the urge to turn and look. Hell, with her luck, the
ill-fated man was rushing after her for some reason and would blow
up the both of them together. In which case, Ralph wouldn’t have to
split the payment.
With anyone else, that would have worried her. A lot.
But she and Ralph had the kind of history where she knew they
had each other’s backs.
And … nothing. Nothing at all.
The noisy crowd surged around her, beginning to thin now that
lunchtime was almost over and the rains were coming down even
harder.
A blinding flash reflected off the buildings all around her,
followed almost simultaneously by a short, sharp “boom.” Marie
screamed and make sure her reaction mimicked that of everyone
around her then began running with people for cover.
Inside she was gloating.
Mission accomplished.
She loved Seattle.
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THE CITY ON THE SOUND
Seattle: the Emerald City, premier metroplex, the western port and
outpost of the United Canadian and American States, an urban locale
of culture, history, and vibrant activity nestled amidst the Native
American Nations and the thriving ecosystem of the Pacific Northwest.
Seattle is a prime destination for travelers: for business, an urban sightseeing vacation, or an extended visit to the the surrounding wilderness.
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The “other” in demographics includes anything the UCAS legally recognizes
as a sapient being that is not one of the aforementioned metatypes, such
as: ghouls, vampires, and other metahumans infected with various strains
of HMHVV; critters like sasquatch, nagas, and munchkins; and even more
exotic things like free spirits and the occasional dragon. The government
estimate is some 30,000 “others” in the metroplex, but the figures are
even less accurate than the census of the SINless and the actual number
could be anywhere from 20,000 to 50,000 or more.
Baka Dabora
The population demographics also do not include changelings, since the
SURGE tended to cut across metatypes, but it’s a fair estimate that least
10% of Seattle’s population—or some 300,000—are changelings of some
variety. That number has been steadily rising, too, as changelings from the
surrounding areas and elsewhere in the UCAS migrate to the Emerald City,
which has had a reputation as a haven for freaks and weirdos, or at least
did, up until recently. We’ll see how Brackhaven’s administration changes
things (not for the better, I suspect).
Mad Tom
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SEASOURCE FAST FACTS: SEATTLE DEMOGRAPHICS

Population: 3,000,000+
Human: 66%
Elf: 13%
Dwarf: 2%
	Ork: 16%
	Troll: 2%
	Other: 1%
Population Density: 750+ per square kilometer
Per Capita Income: 56,000¥
Corporate-Affiliated Population: 59%
Hospitals: 88
DocWagon Clinics: 25
Means of Commuting to Work:
	Internal Combustion Vehicle: 2%
	GridGuide Electric Vehicles, Individual: 39%
	GridGuide Electric Vehicles, Group: 22%
Monorail Ring Riders: 22%
	On-site Workers: 12%
	Other: 3%
Education:
	Less than 12 years: 42%
High School Equivalency: 34%
College Equivalency: 17%
	Advanced Degrees and Certificates: 7%
Felonious Crime Rate: 18 per 1,000 per annum

This Guide looks at the things you should know when planning your
next trip to Seattle, the City on the Sound!

>

>

Seattle, city in the shadows. Welcome to our version of the popular Living
Planet™ Guide to Seattle, where we make the Guide a little more “living” than
the publishers originally intended by stripping out much of the oh-so-helpful
commentary on tourist attractions, family-friendly places to eat, and top ten
lists of the Most Romantic or Most Reasonably Priced establishments in town.
Instead, we focus on the real Seattle Metroplex: the crazy, mixed-up, fucked-up
place that has been and continues to be one of the great havens for shadowrunners and edge societies in the world. If you want the tourist stuff, buy (or
pirate) an original copy of Living Planet’s Guide for yourself. If you want the real
skinny on what’s going on in the Seattle shadows, then you’ve come to the right
place. We’ve got intel from the usual suspects along with some local experts
I’ve invited onboard. Enjoy, and use it well.
FastJack

Traveling to Seattle

Seattle is the largest non-contiguous part of the UCAS, so travel to
the metroplex can be more involved than visiting other parts of the
country, even for UCAS citizens. For citizens of other nations, visiting
Seattle is much like travel to the UCAS proper, and travelers should
observe the same rules and restrictions provided by the UCAS State
Department. UCAS citizens visiting Seattle still need proper documentation, and it is recommended that you update your travel information and check any travel advisories put out by the UCAS government before booking your trip.

Air

The main air traffic hub for the metroplex is Seattle-Tacoma
International Airport, known locally as “Sea-Tac.” Flights arrive there
from all over the world. The metroplex also has numerous smaller
airports, many of them privately owned and operated. In particular,
Federated-Boeing operates its own airfield just north of Sea-Tac, and
the UCAS military maintains an airfield for VTOL, VSTOL, and
cargo-lifting aircraft in Fort Lewis.

Land

The Native American Nations sanction three major traffic routes into
and out of Seattle, known as the North, South, and East Roads. The
North and South Roads follow the track of the old U.S. Interstate
Highway 5. The East Road is the old I-90 and leads to the Yakima
Trading Center Complex at Ellensburg, where it joins up with I-82/84.
Vehicles must pass through a security checkpoint to enter or leave the
metroplex borders, so have your identification and passport information online and accessible when you approach!
A sealed-tube, high-speed maglev train runs from San Francisco to
Seattle through Tir Tairngire and the Salish-Shidhe Council. It is the
only passenger rail-service into the metroplex. The trip takes about two
hours and is primarily used by tourists and employees of corporations
with interests in both cities. The maglev-tube is opaque and large portions of it are underground, so sightseeing opportunities are limited to
departure and arrival points, as the maglev makes no stops along its route.

>
>

At least, it’s not supposed to make any stops, but there are provisions for it to
do so in case of emergency.
Traveler Jones

SeaSource Search: Seattle City Services

Sea

Service	

The Port of Seattle remains one of the most active on the Pacific coast
of North America, and various passenger and commercial vessels dock
in the harbor every day. Visitors to the metroplex must report to the
Port of Entry Complex to have their transit information checked and
updated before entering the city proper.

>

>
>

>

If you’re planning on slipping into Seattle unnoticed, the sea and land routes
are your best options. Some smugglers bring people ashore in out-of-the-way
spots where it’s a fairly simple matter to meet up with a connection in the
‘plex or acquire some ground transport. The southern borders are the most
porous, with areas like the Verge: broad lava flats patrolled primarily by drones
and automated systems. Coyotes who know the area can guide you through
for a price.
Rigger X
One of the best connections for getting in and out of Seattle is the Ancients;
they still have ties of sorts with Tir Tairngire, and are known to smuggle people
and goods across the border and maintain a “pipeline” to the elven homeland.
Provided you meet with their approval—and can put up with their arrogance
and arcane etiquette—the A’s are a useful resource for the shadowrunner on
the go.
Tarlan

Fire Safety
GridGuide
Healthcare
Matrix Service
Police
Power
Prisons
Public Works
Sanitation

Average annual temperature is around 21° C, up to 31° C in the
summer, and down to around 4.5° C in the winter. Winter temperatures rarely drop below freezing and weather is usually mild, with
occasional thunderstorms during spring and summer and windstorms
in autumn.

>

Languages

Like the UCAS, Seattle has no official language, although the common
local language is English. Seattle’s cosmopolitan character makes it more
multilingual, however, and you can regularly expect to hear Japanese
and several Native American languages spoken here, along with Russian,
Cantonese, Spanish, and even Elvish (Sperethiel) and Orkish (Or’zet)!
Translator agents or chips are recommended for travelers visiting some
of Seattle’s different ethnic neighborhoods and districts.

Currency

Although the official currency of the Seattle Metroplex is the UCAS
Dollar ($), the international Nuyen (¥) has largely supplanted the
dollar in the local economy, and most prices in Seattle are given in
nuyen, with some AR pricing menus having optional currency conversions. It’s a good idea to check the current dollar-nuyen exchange
rates before entering the metroplex and converting some currency for
your visit.
Additionally, Seattle makes greater use of hardcopy currency—
nuyen, dollars, and corporate scrip—than most of the UCAS. This is
due to potential communication issues with other UCAS banks and
financial institutions; you do not want to be caught without access to
your finances! Some small businesses prefer, or even require, payment
in hardcopy because of this.

Weather

Contrary to popular opinion, it doesn’t rain all the time in Seattle.
Annual precipitation is actually around 90 centimeters, a little over
the average for most of the northeastern UCAS. It rains more in the
winter months, less in the summer. Rainstorms are shorter in the
warmer months and longer in the winter, when you get the sustained
periods of overcast skies and steady rain synonymous with Seattle.

Provider

Franklin Associates
Mitsuhama Computer Technologies
City Health Services
NeoNET
Knight Errant
Gaeatronics
Lone Star Security Services
Shiawase Envirotech
Eta Engineering

>

Seattle’s relatively mild weather (it rarely snows along the Sound, even in the
winter) has led to a long-standing homeless and SINless population. Municipal
projects like the ACHE, intended to provide low-cost housing and get the homeless population under control, have largely failed to do so and only given more
reason for SINless indigents to move into the metroplex. It’s a largely unspoken
truth that ecologies relying on an abundance of metahuman prey—from ghouls
and vampires to organized crime and organleggers—thrive in Seattle because of
the large number of transients and unaccounted for.
Hannibelle

Due to eruptions from Mt. Rainier, southern parts of the metroplex often experience significant ashfall, and deposits of volcanic ash
are frequently disturbed by high winds, so it’s a good idea to consult
Seattle air quality alerts and to have a personal breathing mask if you
are planning to visit areas south of Lake Union, particularly during
the high wind periods in autumn. Fortunately, steady ocean winds in
the Puget Sound area tend to improve air quality in downtown Seattle,
which suffers from fewer stage-one smog alerts than any other major
UCAS city.

Getting Around Seattle

While downtown Seattle is fairly pedestrian-friendly, outlying areas
are heavily dependent on public transportation and on-road vehicles.
Unlike many UCAS cities, particularly in the northeast, Seattle has no
subway system, although it does have a robust public transportation
network. So once you arrive, here’s how you get around the metroplex.

Pedestrian

The first thing to know about walking in Seattle is: be prepared for
hills! Much of the metroplex is hilly terrain, sometimes quite steep, so
you should wear comfortable shoes if you plan to walk a lot, and be
aware that maps and directions to your destination might not show
topographical details, so what looks like an easy few blocks might actually be quite a climb! Make sure to use street-level views of your route
to get a feel for the terrain before you decide to walk it.

THE CITY ON THE SOUND
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seattle in sourcebooks

As the primary setting for Shadowrun, Seattle has been
covered in dozens of sourcebooks and adventures. The
four most important records of Seattle are the following:
Seattle Sourcebook (1989): One of the first Shadowrun
sourcebooks and the first detailed look at Seattle, Seattle
Sourcebook included an extensive look at all the metroplexes’ districts as of 2050, including maps of each district.
New Seattle (1998): Shadowrun, Third Edition and New
Seattle brought Seattle into 2060; this treatment of New
Seattle spent more time on corporations, crime, and law
enforcement, with less of a focus on each district and their
individual locations.
Runner Havens (2005): This title covered Seattle in
2070, after the second Matrix crash, including updates to
the Seattle Matrix, criminal underworld and, most notably,
the Seattle Govener situation.
Seattle 2072: To celebrate the 20th Anniversary of
Shadowrun, the book you’re reading now pushes the
Seattle plotlines into 2072 and includes maps, district
descriptions, and more evolution to politics, the criminal
landscape, and a look towards Seattle’s future.

>

>
>

>

One common way of getting around the ‘plex the Guide doesn’t mention is by pedaling: bicyclists are
still quite common in the crowded downtown area, and there’s a thriving bike courier business for small
packages that can’t be entrusted to virtual transmission over the Matrix. Naturally, there’s also a thriving shadow business in intercepting the occasional bike courier, although the really sensitive stuff gets
entrusted to delivery options more heavily armored than a carbon-fiber-frame 18-speed.
Traveler Jones
Speaking of bikes, various breeds of motorcycles, scoots, and other small motor-vehicles are also
common in Seattle, since they’re more maneuverable than full-size cars, easier to park and conceal, and
able to go some places cars cannot, including between some vehicular barricades. No surprise that they’re
popular with gangers and shadowrunners alike, and Knight Errant has been increasing the number of
motorcycle officers because of it.
Rigger X

Public Transit

The Metro Transit Company—majority-owned by the metroplex government—runs
Seattle’s public transit system. Bus routes run throughout the metroplex, with schedules
available from the public Grid. There is no charge to ride the bus in the downtown “free
zone.” Trips outside downtown cost 2¥.
Seattle also has a monorail system, updated and expanded several times in its hundredplus-year history. The monorail loops around the downtown district on elevated tracks, with
stops at Seattle Center, the ACHE, King Street Station, and many other places along the way.
Riding the monorail costs 1¥.

Car

Seattle’s main streets and highways are gridded for electric cars, which make up the bulk of
the traffic. The GridGuide™ system provides safe traffic flow management. You can cross the
metroplex (from Everett in the north to southern Puyallup) in about three hours if traffic
is light. During rush hour (which actually lasts closer to two or three hours, morning and
evening) traffic is stop-and-go along the main routes.
Electric cars are not recommended in the Barrens, since the GridGuide system is often
damaged or non-existent, making navigating tricky. Travel on the major highways or any
section of the Barrens late at night is potentially dangerous, and travelers should check local
GridGuide and metroplex warnings before embarking on any such trips.

>

>

Several taxi services operate in Seattle, including Emerald City Cabs, Yellow Cabs, and
GridCab, with its remote and GPS-piloted vehicles. A number of private limo services are
also available for one-way, round-trip, or multi-day rentals. WP Express operates two simply
limo routes from the airport, and their brands A2D (Airport to Downtown) and A2B
(Airport to Bellevue) are quickly becoming well-known by frequent travellers.
Seattle is home to a thriving KeyCar™ franchise, and members can find KeyCars
throughout the downtown and surrounding districts. Just wave your KeyCar-enabled commlink over the dash or touch the virtual switch hovering outside and over the driver’s side
door to unlock the car. Charges are automatically made to your account, with usage rounded
up to the nearest half-hour. If you just need transportation for an hour or a day, it’s a convenient option when public transportation might not serve, especially for shopping or heading
off the regular bus routes.

RU N N E R H AV E N S
•
A SHADOWRUN CORE SETTING

>

•
•
26005
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The main danger being the various go-gangs looking to protect “their” section of road and charging “tolls”
to pass safely, or simply chasing down trespassers for sport (and the profit of chopping up and selling
both vehicles and passengers). The GridGuide provides some warnings about known ganger activity, but
usually too late to make much of a difference, as the ‘plex tries to downplay this problem as much as
possible.
Traveler Jones

THE CITY ON THE SOUND

Although KeyCar regularly updates their security protocols, firewalls, etc., hackers keep finding ways
around them to get unauthorized access to the cars. Actually, getting into a KeyCar isn’t the hard part; it’s
disabling or spoofing the onboard tracking system without also shutting down the GridGuide navigation
or the car’s entire electrical system. Of course, with a little finesse, you can convince the KeyCar you are

>

an authorized user rather than the brute-force approach of just overriding the
lockouts. Just be aware that the company may be watching—and passing info
to the Knights—if you’re not careful.
Pistons

Ferry

The Seattle Ferry System runs boats of varying sizes up and down the
waterfront and to and from the islands in Puget Sound, with Pier 66
downtown as the hub of the system. Ferries leave on the hour from 6
a.m. to 9 p.m. daily for Tacoma, Everett, and the islands, costing 5¥
for a passenger trip and 12¥ to take a vehicle on board. Large vehicle
ferries are equipped with mobile Matrix nodes, allowing passengers to
remain online during the trip. Small passenger ferries cost 2¥, or 5¥ for
the express hydrofoil. A trip by ferry usually takes about 40 minutes to
or from downtown, or 15 minutes by hydrofoil.

Air

Many corporate and government facilities in Seattle have landing pads
for helicopters, tilt-rotor aircraft, and small lighter-than-air vehicles.
Five main air-taxi services operate in the metroplex: Emerald City Air,
Renraku Air, Sea-Tac Express, Quetzal Shuttle Services, and FederatedBoeing Air Carriers. They fly tilt-rotor and VTOL aircraft to and from
Sea-Tac Airport and the major corporate traffic centers. Travel by airtaxi is expensive, costing around 100¥ for a short hop to the airport
or 150¥ for a cross-town flight, but affords a spectacular view of the
metroplex. Tour packages are also available for 150¥ to 200¥ per person,
with stops at several points around Seattle.

>

Like all air traffic, commuter flights have to file flight plans with Seattle
Metroplex Air Traffic Control and are monitored by government and corporate

>
>

>
>
>

radar systems. Any deviation from the filed flight plan gets you a warning to
correct your course, then a visit from a Knight Errant interceptor and a warning
backed up by a weapons-lock.
Danger Sensei
Urban legend. Not even Knight Errant is gung-ho enough to shoot down an
aircraft over a densely populated area, unless they feel there is absolutely no
choice. Most mid-air intercepts over the metroplex are likely to be KE drones,
able to track the offending aircraft and scramble ground-forces to its landingpoint (or, if necessary, provide a weapons-lock for direct interdiction). The drone
itself is a weapon, able to mag-lock to the target’s hull and detonate on command to disable it.
Hard Exit
Some mid-air intercepts are accompanied by astral support (a magician and
one or more spirits) to check out the target and, if possible, use other means to
correct its course.
Ethernaut

Law Enforcement

Local law enforcement in the Seattle Metroplex is contracted to
Knight Errant, a private security company. Uniformed officers
patrol the streets and are available to answer emergency calls via
the PANICBUTTON™ system from your commlink or public
terminals located throughout the metroplex. Make sure your
PANICBUTTON™ information is up-to-date before visiting, as
surcharges may apply for emergency calls the system registers as
false alarms.

THE CITY ON THE SOUND
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>
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Ah, yes, hidden charges and emergency call billing, another way the Knights
pad their profit margin to squeeze a few extra nuyen out of their new contract
with Seattle.
Star Loner
The Guide doesn’t get into it, but Knight Errant’s contract with Seattle is
relatively new. After years of trying to oust the metroplex’s long-standing
security provider, Lone Star Security Services, KE finally succeeded after
Governor Brackhaven’s election and the latest Lone Star fuck-up and scandal over Tempo. So he brought the Knights in on a promise to “clean up
crime,” and the usual law-and-order promises. That means Knight Errant
is eager to show the metroplex they’re getting things done, so they’re more
willing than usual to make examples (and press releases) out of criminals
in Seattle.
Hard Exit

Private Security

A number of other private security providers operate in the Seattle
Metroplex, mostly handling corporate properties and private communities. In accordance with UCAS and metroplex law, the jurisdiction of these security providers is clearly posted, most often with
AR tags and signs to indicate off-limits areas or additional restrictions that may apply. Visitors should comply with all such posted
signs in order to avoid legal penalties. If any questions of security
jurisdiction arise, contact Knight Errant Seattle Customer Service.

>

>
>

>

What the Guide soft-pedals is some of those signs you’re supposed to
comply with include keep out, no trespassing, and, my favorite, warning: corporate interdiction zone, which essentially means “if you
come in here, we have the legal right to shoot you and dump your body
somewhere.” Also note that the law permits notification solely in AR, but
inability to read or even see the signs due to, say, being too poor, SINless,
or ignorant to have AR access, is not considered an excuse to “ignore”
them. Corps often use this as an opportunity to treat squatters as skeetshoots, or to retroactively change the contents of their security tags to fit
whatever it is they just did, claiming they “always” said that. After all, how
many violators record their AR feeds and have the ability to dispute the
claim in corporate court?
Danger Sensei
Another thing they don’t mention is that Lone Star is still active in the metroplex, but largely banished to the Barrens and some small fiefdoms (and
oh so bitter about it). See my commentary there and in the Corporations
section of the document for more.
Hard Exit

Medical Facilities

Seattle has state-of-the-art medical facilities, with a total of
eighty-eight hospitals and clinics throughout the greater metroplex area. Seattle is number one in the UCAS in trauma and emergency care, with some of the finest doctors and medical care in the
entire nation.
Downtown Seattle has twelve hospitals and clinics, including
Harborview, Seattle Health Maintenance Organization, Seattle
General, MCT Public Health, and University Hospital. There are
also a number of body shops like Executive Body Enhancements,
Nightengale’s Body Parts, and Body+Tech boutiques. DocWagon™
also maintains a clinic downtown for its clients.
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Fast Freddie’s Surgery on the docks is still the place to go downtown if
you need some quick and discreet patching-up. Fast Freddie’s is hidden
in the basement of Freddie’s Salmon Eatery on Pier 59. “Fast Freddie” is
the owner, Fred Tschida, and the doc who runs the place is named Bruce
McKittrick. They’ve been there for a quarter century, and the place has a
good reputation. Fast Freddie’s has connections too, meaning they’re well
supplied with drugs, instruments, and spare body parts.
Nephrine

Bellevue has eleven hospitals and private clinics, including
Overlake Medical Research Center and Cougar Mountain Hospital.
Six major hospitals and clinics operate in Tacoma, including
Doctor’s Hospital of Tacoma, Humana Hospital, Margaret Bridge
Child Health Hospital, and Tacoma Charity General. MBCH
Hospital is well known for its research into the effects of childhood
diseases on metahuman children, along with the mural in the hospital’s main lobby commemorating the victims of the Night of Rage.

>

>

Overlake and Cougar Mountain both have black-market organlegging operations, selling “loose” body parts to Tamanous and the Seoulpa Rings. The
First Nations filter some of those parts to black clinics in the ‘plex, including Fast Freddie’s.
Butch

Everett has fifteen hospitals and clinics, including Billing’s
Medical Services, Everett General, Travis Memorial (using an
innovative mix of medical science and holistic healing magic),
and Everett Naval Hospital, which has been open to the public
since 2040. The district also has a DocWagon™ clinic serving the
HMO’s customers.
Renton’s thirteen hospitals and clinics include Auburn
General, City Health South and Maple Valley General. Most
of the clinics in the district are corporate-owned, including a
DocWagon™ clinic.

>

>

Renton has more than its share of illegal chop shops and street docs.
Several of the district’s hospitals supply biomaterials to the black market,
which was largely run by the Yakuza, but the Seoulpa Rings have taken over
a majority of that business lately.
Butch

Auburn has seven hospitals and clinics. They include Algona
Community Hospital, Community General, and Lake Wilderness
Hospital. Community General sees numerous emergency cases
from Puyallup, and their trauma teams are some of the best in the
entire metroplex. Lake Wilderness is located in a secluded, wooded
area near the lake, and specializes in rehabilitation and reconstruction work.
Snohomish’s eight hospitals and clinics include Mountlake
Veterans Memorial, Snohomish Medical Center and the Turner Clinic.
Fort Lewis’ four hospital include McChord Hospital and
Madigan Army Hospital.
Although Redmond and Puyallup have six functioning hospitals and clinics each, visitors are recommended not to go to either
area without a DocWagon™ or other long-range HMO contract to
ensure continuity of care.

>

This paragraph brought to you by DocWagon™ — What the corporate double-speak is saying is the Barrens’ still-functioning hospitals and clinics

>
>

>

are understaffed, overworked, and under-funded. Most support themselves
with illegal operations on the side, including the sale of body parts. With
so many “non-persons,” there is never any lack of “harvests” for the organselling machine. Tamanous has controlled the illegal organ biz in Redmond
for years. The Yaks never took the organ-market seriously, so they lost
control over it. The Seoulpa Rings have made strides in controlling organlegging in Puyallup and, for the moment, are cooperating with the ghouls.
Butch
Old news, I’m afraid. With shakeups in the Seattle underworld, it’s pretty
much a free-for-all when it comes to grabbing pieces of the organlegging
biz. At some times, there’s such a glut of illegal parts being moved, you can
drive some hard bargains if the sellers are worried about their expiration
dates. On the other hand, you should carefully check the quality of any
merchandise for the same reasons.
Hannibelle

Media

Physically isolated from the rest of the UCAS, Seattle remains connected through the Matrix. In fact, Seattle is the most connected
urban area on the west coast of North America, and one of the
most connected in the UCAS. So you can expect to find all the
online resources you are used to—and more—in the Emerald City.

Newsnets

Seattle is a place where news is made, so it should come as no surprise that there’s a thriving newsnet business in the metroplex. A
number of providers offer news and information content on the
Matrix twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week, ensuring you’ll
always be up-to-date on the latest happenings.
Major newsnets in Seattle include the Independent
Information Network (IIN), NewsNet, Inc., and KSAF, Inc.
Subscribers should update their commlink preferences for delivery of local news and information and alerts for breaking stories.
We recommend newsfeeds to monitor local news, coming events,
and traffic updates if you are planning to drive while you’re in the
metroplex.

>

>

Quietly downplayed is the prime reason to have an active newsfeed if
you’re visiting: namely being alerted to, say, the gang-war that has suddenly broken out on the I-5 before you’re scheduled to head down to Tacoma
for dinner, for example, or the closing of a popular club due to a police bust.
The most current, up-to-date, and (relatively) ad-free news goes out to
subscribers, of course, but there are ways around that for those who know
what they’re doing.
Glitch

local seattle bands
Genre	

Trog Rock
Jazz
20th Century Rock
Ambient
Techno
Coffin Club
Punk

band

3 Meter (Puyallup)
Charmed (Downtown)
Full Century Flashback (Renton)
Sound of the Pacific (Downtown)
ARO Dreams (Bellevue)
Suzie T. (Bellevue)
POTG (Redmond)

Entertainment

Seattle is alive 24/7, with bountiful entertainment options and a
vibrant nightlife for visitors and locals alike. Whatever your interests, you’re sure to find something to satisfy them in the metroplex!

Arts

The Seattle arts scene is strongly influenced by tribal, elven, and
Asian artistic styles, and features a vibrant range of styles and
media, from traditional woodcarvings, paintings, and sculpture to
modern digital and virtual art. Various galleries and artistic co-ops
can be found throughout the metroplex by consulting SeattleArts
and local directories.
Performance art in the metroplex includes theatre ranging
from Shakespearean plays to traditional Japanese kabuki, dance
from ballet to modern choreography, and a variety of live and
virtual poetry and dramatic readings, popular with the kaf-house
crowd. Be sure to check out some of the “emotive” performances
by Awakened artists on EtheRealNet for a truly magical experience!

Music

Seattle has a thriving local music scene, featuring an eclectic blend of
solo coffeehouse artists, elven jazz and rock fusion, shag and speed
metal, ork beats, and First Nation-influenced chant and dance, to
name a few. Live acts can be seen at various clubs and venues around
the metroplex; a quick scan through SeattleArts, SeaSounds, and
RockNet can show you what’s available on any given night.

Nightlife

Seattle is well known for its bustling nightlife, with a wide variety
of bars, dance clubs, and nightspots. Take in some of the glitterati at a downtown nightspot like Dante’s Inferno or, for a walk
on the wild side, visit one of the clubs on the edge—the edge of
Redmond or Puyallup, that is! Places like Underworld 93 are longtime Seattle fixtures, not to be missed.

>

>

Where the straights and the touristas are getting entertained, you can
often find biz going on in the shadows, especially at the ‘plex’s big nightspots. The arts scene also offers its share of business opportunities: where
there’s nuyen, there are people willing to spend some to make some, either
protecting their own interests or cutting out the competition.
Kat o’ Nine Tales

Sports

The Seattle Kingdome hosts the Seahawks (football), Supersonics
(basketball), and the Mariners (baseball). The metroplex also
has two minor-league baseball teams, the Tacoma Tigers and
the Everett Giants. Be aware that the Portland Lords from Tir
Tairngire have a long-running rivalry with the Mariners, and
grudge-match games between the Lords and the Mariners are often
sell-out events. Wearing Lords paraphernalia around Seattle is not
a way to endear yourself to most locals!
The Tacoma Dome hosts the Tacoma Timberwolves combat
biker team and the Seattle Screamers urban brawl team.

>

Seattle, like the rest of the UCAS, is nuts for baseball for some (to me)
unfathomable reason. While Seattle lacks some of the mainstream UCAS
fervor, they make up for it with imported Japanese enthusiasm. If anything,
the Guide downplays the dislike for the Portland Lords; Seattleites talk all
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Vancouver

>
SALISH-SHIDHE
COUNCIL

BELLINGHAM

Culture

5

Seattle is home to a diverse and multifaceted culture, arising from
the unique crossroads where UCAS, Native America, Elven, and
Asian peoples meet and blend with numerous others from all around
the world.
Seattle’s original culture is strongly rooted in the old United
States, with Anglo-American values and traditions forming the backbone of the metroplex community. Still, decades of isolation from the
main body of the UCAS, along with a blending of elements from other
foreign cultures, have led to many changes in Seattle’s overall social
character, so visitors from “the mother country” may be in for a bit of
a culture shock.
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too seriously about the Lords using “elven juju” to cheat (although games
are monitored by a neutral third party for any magical influences) and
game nights frequently feature violence directed at elves or anyone dumb
enough to sport Lords logos or green and silver/white colors.
Khan-A-Saur

101

Mt. Rainier

Seattle’s Neighbors

Seattle is unique in that, although it is part of the United Canadian
and American States, it is located in the middle of the Salish-Shidhe
Council. This makes Seattle’s good relations with its international
neighbors vital to the metroplex’s existence, and presents travel
opportunities to Seattle residents and visitors: foreign travel is right
next door!

The Salish-Shidhe Council
5
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In the Treaty of Denver in 2016, the land surrounding Seattle was
ceded to the Native American Nations, particularly the newly founded
Salish-Shidhe Council; “Salish” from the majority Salish tribe of the
Pacific Northwest, and “Shidhe” from the large number of elven tribal
members at that time, many of whom went on to form the elven nation
of Tir Tairngire. The treaty reserved Seattle as a United States, and
later UCAS, territory and port.
For more than fifty years, Seattle has maintained friendly relations
with the Council and the NAN, and this relationship is reflected in
the undercurrent of Native culture visible in the metroplex today. The
Salish-Shidhe Council maintains a diplomatic mission on Council
Island, and visitor visas are available there for day-trips and other short
visits into NAN territory to enjoy the spectacular natural wilderness
and local culture.

AetherPedia Search Keyword: Kaf Culture
The social and economic structures around the preparation and consumption of caffeinated beverages,
mainly coffee and coffee-substitutes such as soykaf but also including various teas and other caffeinated
soft drinks. Kaf culture not only focuses on a broad variety of different beverages—often with flavor additives, sweeteners, and dairy or dairy substitutes—but also an aesthetic focused around the café, ranging
from a quiet retreat in the Zen style of “being alone in a crowd” to a place for public debate or performance,
particularly music or readings of poetry or literature.
Beyond these shared aesthetics, Kaf culture varies widely and has diverged numerous times. So-called
“commercial” Kaf culture is primarily focused on economic transactions, namely providing Kaf products to
consumers. “Indie” Kaf culture focuses more on the experience, and often does not seek to make a profit
at all. The consumption is secondary or just part of a larger overall experience.
Kaf culture tends to be more popular in urban centers, and is strongly associated with the Seattle
Metroplex, where many believe 21st century Kaf culture originated.
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SeaSource Fast Facts: Major Chains
>
>
>

>
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Seattle features many of the major retail chains
found throughout the UCAS and North America.
Visitors to the Metroplex can expect to find many
familiar things amongst the area’s vibrant local
color and unique shopping, eating, and hospitality offerings.

Body Shops

Luxury: Executive Body Enhancements, Red Star
First-Class: A Whole New You, Inc., Body+Tech
Family Style: NuYou2, The Body Pagoda
No Frills: Cyborgs ‘R’ Us

Computers and Electronics

Luxury: Nybbles & Bytes, Gate’s Computer Showcase
First-Class: Hardware, Etc., Blood Monies Software
Family Style: Software Sellers, Microdeck, DeGear’s
Electronics
No Frills: Computer Exchange, Hacker’s Delight,
Kennedy’s Used Electronics

Department Stores

Luxury: Lordstrungs, Lacy’s
First-Class: Fallon and Nelson, The Beaux
Family Style: Wordsworth, Lears and Mervins,
Meyer’s Superstores
No Frills: Kong-Wal Mart, Saver’s Central,
WeaponsWorld (guns)

Groceries and Convenience

Luxury: Society Grocers
First-Class: Meyers Groceries, Natural Vat Foods
Family Style: Allenson’s Groceries, Carry&Save,
Quickway
No Frills: Stuffer Shack, Loco Foods, MiniMart, BuyLow Foods

Hotels

Luxury: TripleTree, Lucas, Hilton, Sheraton,
Silver Cloud
First-Class: Westin, Gold Lion Inn

Or to, say, make a quick run to smuggle something in or out of the S-S Council,
although there are better ways to do it than applying for a visitor’s permit.
Traveler Jones
True, but there are worse cover stories than “Seattle tourist.” Tourism is a huge
part of the S-S Council’s economy, and Seattle is the primary source for foreign
tourists, since it provides a “safe” place to get away from all that nature and
genuine Native culture, which, once you get beyond the museums and tourist
shows, turns out to be pretty mundane. So the tribals have to balance national
security against keeping the UCAS dollars flowing in.
Mika
In spite of the whole “hands across North America” rhetoric, relations between
Seattle and the NAN have always been a little crazy. On the one hand, some
Native factions view Seattle as a massive, festering sore on the NAN’s backside;
immune to their regulations on pollution emissions, power conservation, and
pretty much anything else in spite of how those things tend to ignore lines on
a map. Seattle’s also something of a modern Sodom and Gomorrah for the
NAN, drawing young tribals to the bright-lights-big-city, chewing them up, and
spitting them back out into NAN hospitals and graveyards. On the other hand,
Seattle has played a coy game of “well, if we were to secede, then you, dear S-S
Council, would definitely be our very good friends, wouldn’t you?” pretty much
since the Treaty of Denver was signed, and some of the Sovereign Tribal Council
are just waiting for the day Seattle invites NAN “peacekeepers” in, although
most are smart enough to know the actual chance of that is pretty remote.
Kay St. Irregular
Seattle/S-S Council tension over environmental regs also makes the metroplex
a prime target for eco-terrorists. In their usual “turn a deficit into an asset” approach, the local corps find ways to aim these ecological nutjobs at each other,
often ignoring the potential (possibly even quite literal) fallout from doing so.
Lyran

Family Style: Renton Inn, Wylie’s Gala
No Frills: Rent & Rest, Comfy Cubicle, Aston’s
Moneymakers

Restaurants

Luxury: Azteca International, The Edge, Takuri’s,
Trattoria Pagilacci’s
First-Class: Green Village, The Gravity Bar, La
Gallaria, Kau Kau’s, Purple Haze
Family Style: Gracie’s for Ribs, Bosco’s, McKraken’s
Seafood, Bangkok Hut, Maximillion’s
No Frills: Cap’n Beef, McHugh’s, Nacho Mama, Nukit
Burgers, Street Pizza, Teriyaki Boy, You Should
Not Eat So Much!

Taxi companies

Luxury: WP Express, Metroplex Transport
First-Class: Round Trip Taxi, Seattle Star
Family Style: Emerald City Cabs, Yellow Cabs
No Frills: GridCab, AutoTaxi

Tir Tairngire

Seattle’s other neighbor to the south is the elven nation of Tir
Tairngire, a valued trading partner of the metroplex. Seattle is the premier place in North America to find genuine elven crafts, artwork, and
other imports, and the close proximity of Tir Tairngire contributes to
the metroplex’s cultural life: If you want to try elven cuisine or experience a walk through an elven memory garden, Seattle is the place to
find both and more, especially since trips to Tir Tairngire can involve
lengthy delays and difficult-to-navigate entry requirements.
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Polite fairy-tales aside, Tir Tairngire finds Seattle useful on a number of levels:
First, the metroplex serves as a kind of “buffer” between the Tir and the outside
world. That “valued trading partner” status is because a lot of shipments to and
from Portland go through Seattle, allowing the elves to minimize the amount
of unchecked cargo and goods that come into their port. Second, their trade
agreements with Seattle pour meganuyen into the metroplex, which gives the
Council of Princes serious negotiating power in dealing with the Governor and
the United Corporate Council, and Tir Tairngire is smart enough to play oh-soreasonable “good cop” to the Salish-Shidhe’s strident and demanding “bad cop.”
Third, and perhaps most important, Seattle is a convenient dumping-ground;
more than a few of the Ancients, Laésa, and other elves living in Tarislar are
exiles from the “Land of Promise” who either didn’t fit in or torqued off the
higher-ups in some arcane elven way.
Kay St. Irregular
Not just exiles, a decent number of Seattle elves are also runaways from Tir
Tairngire. Something about the grit and grime of the metroplex attracts kids
from fairyland like moths to a flame, a fact the pimps, flesh-peddlers, and clubs
are all too happy to exploit.
Pistons
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